Lesson 7
Learning Intention:
I am learning to view an comprehend advertisements
across different media

Success Criteria:
I will be successful when I can
- Interpret and analyse information and ideas in
an advertisement campaign
- Use language features, text structures and
images to describe the message, explain the
purpose and predict the audience
- Compare features of advertisements across an
advertisement campaign

1. View the Video – Advertising Campaigns
(print-based will read a short overview of the video)

2. Complete this sentence below to give a definition of an advertising campaign.
An advertising campaign is an_____________________group of advertisements design to __________________
a ______________________.

3. What is the purpose of advertising campaign?

4. Complete the list of popular public awareness campaigns below by picking the missing word
Word List
driving

seatbelts

exercise

Wildlife

Children

swimming

Save the_______________________ Fund

____________________between the flags

Wearing_______________________

Stopping drink ______________________

World________________________ Fund

Getting more _______________________

5. Look at the still image of an advertising campaign below

6. Predict what the topic of the campaign is and explain your prediction.

7. Where would you expect to find this advertisement?

8. Why would you expect to find this particular advertisement there?

9. Look at the next still image advertisement that is part of the same campaign

10. Where would you expect to find this advertisement?

11. Why would you expect to find this particular advertisement there?

12. Who do you think the intended audience of the campaign is?

13. Would each of the advertisements be aimed at different audiences? Why/Why not?

14. Describe the main message of the campaign

15. Explain what you think the purpose of the campaign is?

16. What do you think its goal is?

17. Complete the following table to compare the features of the two advertisements
Comparison of Advertisements in a Campaign

Feature

Image 1

Image 2

Images
Describe the images you see

Headline
What does the headline say?
Is there a sub-headline?

Text
What additional text is there?

Logo
Are there any logos?
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